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Le rôle des structures latitudinales enracinées dans le manteau pour la métallogénie
globale et leur potentiel de controller les forts tremblements de terre. L’auteur presente
l’expérience acquise grace aux études entreprises sur les structures latitudinales
enracinées dans le manteau dans l’hémisphère septentrionale et essaie de definir leur
rôle dans la région carpathique de la Roumanie et les aires adjacentes. On a utilisé la
nouvelle carte méttalogénique de l’Europe centrale et sud-estique – un extrait de GIS
Europe, le raport BRGM (Cassard et al., 2006) et la carte du relief de la même zone
avec la zone Tornqvist-Teisseyre (TTZ) superposée, pour demontrer que l’Orogen
carpathique a été surveillé sur le territoire de la Roumanie et ses aires adjacentes à
l’aide de l’action combinée des structures majeures latitudinales (1), de deux corps
lithospheriques (la Plate-forme Moesienne et le Basin Transylvain) (2) qui ont survecu
à l’orogenèse, et la zone Tornqvist-Teisseyre qui s’etend sur la direction NO.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In 1973 I was invited to the IAVCEI Symposium on Volcanism and
Associated Metallogenesis held in Bucharest to present results from my studies of
structural control of endogenic ore deposits on four continents (Kutina, 1974).
Since then, I have used different geophysical methods, especially the residual and
regional Bouguer gravity anomaly maps with different wavelength filtering as
introduced by Hildenbrand et al. (1982), as well as magnetic anomaly maps and
seismic data to reveal deep structures of the lithosphere. This helped to define some
of the structures controlling the ascent of heat, magmas and ore-forming fluids into
*
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the upper crust, crucial for large concentration of metals (Kutina, 1986a, 1988a,
1991; Kutina & Hildenbrand, 1987, and other papers). Most recently I started to
compare the deep-seated structures controlling the location of giant ore deposits
and ore clusters of endogenic origin with structures upon which some strong and
destructive earthquakes such as the July 1976 Tangshan earthquake in northeastern China (with a death toll of more than 200,000 people) occur. The initial
results, jointly presented with my Chinese colleagues (Kutina et al., 2006) show
that (1) both the giant ore deposits and the strong destructive earthquakes which we
have used for comparison, occurred on mantle-rooted structures, and that (2) strong
earthquakes also occurred during the multi-stage and polyascendent formation of
giant ore deposits, reflected by volcanism, displacement along faults, reopening of
faults, brecciation and other features. The igneous rocks have apparently “sealed”
the deep-seated channel ways which guided the ascent of magmas and made these
places less vulnerable to recent earthquakes. This observation is in line with that by
Khamrabaev et al. (1988, 1999) who noticed a certain antagonism between the
location of recent major earthquakes and major metallic deposits in Central Asia.
The above observations under (1) and (2) may initiate a broader study aimed
at elaboration of criteria defining mantle-rooted structures which are vulnerable to
earthquakes, including areas where the present regional stress distribution does not
pose an immediate danger. A particular area suitable for a case study appears in the
broad east-west belt in the southern parts of the Eurasian plate which was subjected
to Mesozoic and Cenozoic tectonic and metallogenic events. This belt, with the
Alpine and Carpathian systems to the west and the Yinshan-Tianshan EW belt of
China to the east, and possible eastern extension across the Korean Peninsula and
the Sea of Japan should be studied in the context of interaction with the African
and Arabian plates to the south and the deep lithospheric structure of the central
and northern parts of Europe and Asia to the north.
My sincere thanks are due to Prof. Angela Crăciun, President of Organisation
Mondiale de Mineralogie who supports development of new ideas and has initiated
my invitation to Romania. I am grateful to Professor Dorel Zugrăvescu, Director of
the “Sabba S. Ştefănescu” Institute of Geodynamics of the Romanian Academy, for
providing me with an opportunity to present my ideas at the International Scientific
Seminar “The dynamics of the earth’s crust; implications in geodynamics –
earthquakes and genesis of mineral resources” on March 23, 2006. I greatly
appreciated this opportunity to appear before the audience of Romanian geologists
and seismologists who have done an enormous amount of detailed studies in a
region of crucial geotectonic importance where the Carpathian orogen bends in
front of the Tornqvist Line.
I apologize for my yet insufficient knowledge of the extensive literature on
Romania. Therefore some of my observations may already be known by my
Romanian colleagues. Any corrections and comments on my ideas are appreciated.
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2. EXPERIENCE FROM GLOBAL STUDIES OF STRUCTURAL CONTROLS OF MAJOR
CONCENTRATIONS OF METALS OF ENDOGENIC ORIGIN

Before applying my approach to the Carpathian region of Romania and
setting it in the context of a broader region, I will briefly review some of the
experience from my previous studies.
The United States, extending “coast to coast” along the latitudes, provided an
excellent opportunity to investigate some basic questions. One of them relates to
the latitudinal fracture zones: Are the east-west trending fracture zones of the
continental United States related to the east-west fracture zones of the East Pacific
floor and the Atlantic Ocean floor?
The initial observations by Fuller (1964) and Affleck (1970) showed
interruptions of magnetic anomalies at corresponding latitudes indicating
continental extension of the east-west trending fracture zones across the United
States. Kutina (1980, 1991), focusing on a belt of latitudes close to 40oN, presented
criteria indicating a major EW-trending. mantle-rooted structural discontinuity
extending across the entire western United States, at a latitude comparable to the
Mendocino fracture zone in the East Pacific floor. The criteria were based on
examination of global magnetic and gravity maps, long-wavelength and short
wavelength Bouguer gravity anomaly maps, isostatic anomaly maps, magnetic
anomaly patterns on the scale of the western United States, contour maps of
seismic Pn velocities, seismotectonic studies, heat flow patterns, morphostructural
criteria, patterns in the distribution of magmatic rocks, and boundaries based on
isotopic data.
Using published data on different parts of the country, including the 38th
Parallel Lineament of Heyl (1972), a map of the main latitudinal structures of the
United States has been compiled (the latest version in Kutina, 1995, with
references, also in Kutina et al., 2006, Fig. 1). These EW-structural discontinuities
are not continuously expressed in the surface geology of the United States, but
geophysical data show their existence. Their presence is reflected, in particular, at
intersections with deep-seated structures of other trends which provided favorable
structural conditions for the ascent of magmas and associated mineralization. As a
consequence, we get a pattern of major ore clusters along one and the same
latitudinal mantle-rooted discontinuity, separated by segments with a low
concentration of metals. This feature essentially corresponds to the “oreconcentrating structures” of Russian authors (e.g., Favorskaya & Tomson, ed.
1974), also referred to as metallotect-potential zones (Kutina, 2006)∗.
∗

In some cases a long segment of an “ore-concentrating structure” is quite continuously mineralized,
e.g., in the “Zhitomir sub-zone” in the Ukraine (see later in this paper).
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Fig. 1 – The pattern of deep-seated E–W trending structural discontinuities of the conterminous
United States (compiled by Kutina,1988b, with references, updated 1995), is interpreted as reflecting
a rather uniform stress distribution in deeper parts of the lithosphere.
The zones of crustal thinning and mantle doming, one in NW–Nevada and one in NW–Utah
(marked by oval-shaped areas) occur at intersections of the 40oN discontinuity with fracture zones
trending N–S, NW–SE and NE–SW and are important targets for mineral exploration.
Farther east of the Rocky Mountain Front, the Mid-Continent Gravity High is introduced from
the map of isostatic gravity anomalies (Simpson et al., 1986). The heavy circle at its intersection with
the Forty-north discontinuity is understood as an important target for mineral exploration (Kutina,
1991; Heyl & Kutina, 1994). Reproduced after Kutina (1995).

In the western United States, the intersections of latitudinal discontinuities
with a pattern of N–S trending deep-seated structures define major lithospheric
blocks of a size of 530 x 600 km. Major concentration of large ore deposits occurs
in the corner areas of some of these blocks (Kutina, 1983a,b; Kutina & Bowes
1982, Fig. 2). Mantle doming associated with a thinner crust has been noted in two
corner areas of major blocks at the ‘Mendocino latitude’ (close to 40oN). One
mantle doming occurs in NW–Utah and the other in NW–Nevada, both revealed by
the residual Bouguer gravity anomaly map with a wavelength cutoff of 1000 km,
which removed the masking effect of long-wavelength anomalies (Kutina &
Hildenbrand, 1987).
The major ore cluster associated with the mantle doming in NW–Utah
includes the superlarge Cu-Au-Mo porphyry of Bingham Canyon and several other
major ore deposits. The mantle updoming in NW–Nevada occurs within the Basin
and Range Province and correlates with the intersection of four major fracture
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zones centered at the ‘Mendocino latitude’. The east-west fracture zone can be
traced in the surface area by interruption of N–S trending mountain ranges. One of
these interruptions, hosting the intrusive complex of Granite Mountain, was
selected for mineral exploration. Combination of geological, geochemical and
geophysical methods led to the discovery of a new Mo-Cu porphyry deposit,
proved by drilling (Kutina & Bowes, 1982; Bowes et al., 1982; Hallof, 1982).

Fig. 2 – The EW-trending structural boundaries enclosing major lithospheric blocks C and D in the
western United States, are part of the latitudinal discontinuities Nos.2 and 3 in Fig. 1, extending along
the 40o and 35oN latitudes respectively. (Based on Kutina, 1983b).
The cluster of major deposits in the northeast corner of block C includes the superlarge
Cu-Au-Mo porphyry deposit Bingham Canyon in Utah. The cluster near the northeast corner of block
D includes the molybdenum giants of Climax and Urad-Henderson in the Colorado Mineral Belt.
These two major clusters along the 40oN discontinuity initiated mineral exploration in the NW corner
of block C in northwest Nevada (see the text).

The residual Bouguer gravity anomaly maps also proved to be very helpful in
the study of metallic ore distribution in the Colorado Mineral Belt (Kutina, 1986a).
The spacing of the mantle-rooted latitudinal fracture zone of the continental
United States (Kutina, 1995), compared with the spacing of the east-west fracture
zones of the East Pacific floor (Menard & Atwater, 1968; Atwater, 1970) is very
similar (Kutina, 1980; Kutina, Pei & Heyl, 2003, with references). There is also
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similarity with the east-west fracture zones of the Atlantic Ocean floor, usually
interpreted as transform faults (Kutina & Norton, 1978).
It is very interesting that the spacing between the three major latitudinal
systems of China (Institute of Geomechanics, Chinese Academy of Geological
Science, 1978) is very similar to the spacing between the mantle-rooted latitudinal
structures of the United States (Kutina, 1983a,b). The size of the Ordos block,
enclosed between the Yinshan-Tianshan EW belt and the Tsinling-Kunlun EW-belt
of China corresponds to the size of the lithospheric blocks enclosed between the
latitudinal structures in the western United States (Kutina, 1983b, 1986b).
A question arises: What is the cause of the above noticed similarity in the
spacing between the latitudinal fracture zones in regions so distant as the United
States and China? Let us evaluate some of the observations and use them in
building up a working hypothesis:
1. Fracture patterns are, in general, related to stress distribution. Varnes
(1962) using field data from the San Juan Mts. in Colorado, demonstrated
mathematical derivation of fracture trajectories – theoretical positions of fractures
and compared them with actual fractures and ore veins. In a paper, reviewed by
David Varnes, I showed that fracture trajectories can also be derived empirically,
based on the strike of faults and on regularity in their spacing – the latter being
either equidistant – or gradually greater or smaller in a certain direction (Kutina
et al., 1967).
2. The pattern of mantle-rooted latitudinal fractures of the United States
(Fig. 1) reflects a quite uniform stress distribution at the time of their origin. When
projected over the pattern of ‘modern stress field provinces’ of the United States as
compiled by Zoback & Zoback (1980), the latitudinal fractures extend across the
boundaries of the stress field provinces (Kutina, 1988b; Kutina, Pei & Heyl, 2003).
3. The pattern of east-west fracture zones of the East Pacific floor as shown
by Menard & Atwater (1968) and Atwater (1980), is a typical case of equidistant
distribution of fractures originated under a uniform stress distribution over vast
areas. These fracture zones, extending into the young oceanic crust, give the
impression of being young features, supported by the young age of volcanic rocks.
However, the spacing of the oceanic fracture zones correlates with the
spacing of the mantle-rooted latitudinal discontinuities of the continental United
States.
The following working hypothesis is offered:
The similar spacing between the latitudinal fracture zones or structural
discontinuities as observed (1) in the East Pacific Ocean floor,(2) in the continental
United States (mantle-rooted EW-structures), (3) in the Atlantic Ocean floor, and
(4) in the latitudinal tectonic systems that extend across the whole territory of
China, indicate that these similarities are caused by a global force which gave rise
to global fracturing before separation of the present continental and oceanic areas.
My tentative interpretation is that the pattern of east-west fracture zones in the
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present-day oceanic areas reflects latitudinal fractures in the upper mantle which
propagated upwards through the oceanic crust.
Several authors ascribed the global fracturing including the origin of
latitudinal fracture zones, to changes in stress distribution connected with the
changes in the speed of the Earth’s rotation: Stovas (1963a, b); Stovickova (1966),
Sun Dianqing & Gao Qinghua (1980), and others.
The global magnetic anomaly maps based on satellite measurements, as
introduced by Regan et al. (1975) and Langel et al. (1982), have revealed major
belts of magnetic highs and lows extending for as much as thousands of kilometers
through the lithosphere. Kutina & Taylor (2003), examining the changes of
magnetic amplitude of these belts concluded the belts can be used as markers in the
geological evolution. For instance, the Proterozoic age of the granitic rocks and
associated tin deposits which intruded along a fracture zone extending transversely
to an east-west belt in the state of Rondonia in western Brazil, show that this eastwest belt defined by satellite magnetometry had to exist there in the lithosphere as
early as in the Proterozoic, possibly even in the Archean.
If, according to the plate tectonic concept, a major continental mass breaks
down by a rift zone into two parts (lithospheric plates) which move away from
each other, then the pattern of mantle-rooted structural discontinuities of each of
the plates can change orientation with regard to the geographic coordinates. Using
the separation of South America from Africa according to the model of Sclater
& McKenzie (1973), the major NW-trending fracture zones of present day South
America should have in the ‘pre-drift’ position, an east-west orientation (Kutina
et al., 1978). The importance of the NW-fracture zones of present day South
America in concentration of metals has been shown by Richards (2001).
Nevertheless, some latitudinal structures can be traced across the South American
continent and are reflected in the western, convergent margin of the plate (Kutina,
1993, unpubl. report).
3. MAJOR LATITUDINAL STRUCTURES AND LITHOSPHERIC BLOCKS IN THE
CARPATHIANS ON ROMANIAN TERRITORY, SET IN THE CONTEXT OF MAJOR
EAST-WEST STRUCTURES OF EUROPE
3.1. LATITUDINAL STRUCTURES IN CENTRAL AND NORTHERN EUROPE

Figure 3, compiled by Kutina (1999), first reproduced in this paper, shows
the following EW-structures in the central and northern parts of Europe (counting
from the north):
1. North Danish Basin, after P.A. Ziegler (1982), extending east-west
along axis A for about 700 km.
2. North German Basin, after P.A. Ziegler (1982), extending along axis B
for about 1,300 km.
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3. An east-west gravity lineament, the ‘Norddeutsche Linie’ defined by
Bachmann & Grosse (1989), shown by axis D south of the North
German Basin.
4. The ‘Fifty-north Fracture Zone’ (FnFZ) described by Kutina (1974 and
1974/1976) as extending through northern part of Bohemian Massif in
the Czech Republic and continuing eastward into Poland – shown by
axis C.
Figure 3 indicates that the FnFZ may also extend westward from the Czech
Republic, playing a role in the control of Neogene volcanics at the intersection with
the Rhine Graben. (segment D1). The examination of possible farther westward
continuation of the FnFZ toward the granite massifs being associated with tin
deposit in Devon and Cornwall (segment D2) is justified by the geologic and
paleogeographic maps of P.A. Ziegler (1982, enclosures Nos. 2 and 5 to 11).
A remarkable correlation occurs between the latitude of the FnFZ and the
structure of the Atlantic Ocean floor at positions D3 and D4 (Fig. 3). At D4, the
Atlantic Ridge abruptly changes its course from northwest to northeast, the latter
part referred to as the Reykjanes Ridge. The position of east-west fracture zones on
the Canadian side of the Atlantic are described in Kutina, 1999.
3.2. POSSIBLE EASTERN CONTINUATION OF THE FIFTY-NORTH FRACTURE ZONE
BEYOND THE TORNQVIST-TEISSEYRE ZONE

Of special importance to the Carpathians and the Romanian territory is the
Fifty-north Fracture Zone (FnFZ). Figure 4 shows the easternmost, so far known,
part of this zone in the territory of Poland. It hosts the major Upper Silesian –
Cracovian Zn-Pb deposits in the Triassic rocks. A structural study by L. Teper
(2006) has revealed east-west trends in the Paleozoic rocks beneath the Triassic
cover, indicating possible pathways for the ascent of hydrothermal solutions into
the overlaying Triassic sediments.
The location of the enormous concentration of the Upper Silesian –
Cracovian zinc and lead ores at a distance not far from the Tornqvist-Teisseyre
Zone (TTZ) – the western boundary of the East European platform - is of speciaI
interest. Haranczyk (1988) has already noticed that the above huge metal
concentration occurred close to the NW–SE trending Zawiercie-Rzeszotary
geofracture that extends parallel to the TTZ.
The role of major sub-vertical fault zones acting either as ‘barriers’ hindering
passage of hydrothermal solutions, or having an impact on fracturing and giving
rise to a swarm of dikes and ore veins in the vicinity of a sub-vertical fault zone, is
known from literature. A classic example, documented by mining operations down
to a depth of about one and a half kilometers comes from the Ag-Pb-Zn Pribram
district in the Czech Republic (Kettner, 1918; Kutina & Telupil, 1970).
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Fig. 4 – The eastern part of the latitudinal Fifty-north Fracture Zone (Kutina, 1974, 1974/1976, 1996)
hosting the Zn-Pb deposits of the Upper-Silesian-Cracovian ore district NW of Krakow, Poland
(approx. limit of the area is marked by a dotted line).
The position of this giant metal concentration in front of the Tornqvist-Teisseyre Zone is
shown in Fig. 5. The names of the deposits in Poland and Czech Republic are listed in Kutina, 1996.
The deposit No. 41 is Zloty Stok (As, Au) in Poland.

Nevertheless, an important question remaining is whether the Fifty North
Fracture Zone extends eastward beyond the TTZ zone. The relief map in Fig. 5
reveals about an 150 km broad east-west belt of morphological elevation extending
through the Ukraine via Lvov for a distance of over 500 km towards Kiev. Of the
ore deposits within this belt of special importance is the east-west trending
Zhitomir sub-zone extending through the Ukraine Shield for a distance of about
200 km. It is well known that rare-metal mineralization is here associated with
pegmatites, apogranites and metasomatites, especially near the intersection of the
east-west structure with sub-meridional fractures (Mo, Sn, fluorite and others) and
at other places gabbro-monzonites. Additional metals include: Ni, Pb, Zn
(Belevtsev, 1974). Geophysical data are needed to see whether this long belt of
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topographic elevation reflects a mantle doming indicating eastward extension of
the Fifty-north Fracture zone.
A supporting feature of the eastern extension of the Fifty-north fracture zone
is the presence of the Kursk magnetic anomaly (KMA) which is centered, according
to a Magsat satellite study by Taylor & Frawley (1987), at 50oN, within longitude
35o and 40oE (outside the limits of Fig. 5). It is referred to as one of the world’s
largest amplitude magnetic anomalies. The geologic map of the Kursk magnetic
anomaly area by Malyutin (in Kozlovsky, 1987, reproduced by Vanecek, ed., 1994,
Fig. 12, p. 59) shows giant iron deposits in an area about 850 km long and 40–100
km wide, with the city of Kursk in the center.
3.3. THE TRANSYLVANIAN BASIN AND ASSOCIATED EAST-WEST FRACTURE ZONES

Figure 5 is aimed at discussing the role of the western boundary of the East
European platform – the Tornqvist-Teisseyre zone (TTZ) – on structural
development in Romania. The TTZ was transferred to Fig. 5 from Zielhuis’ (1992)
S-wave velocity models for different depths (here using an 80-km depth at which
the boundary was very well expressed). The differences in the manifestation of the
TTZ along its length in Europe are described by Blundell et al., eds. (1992).
Figure 5 shows that the Carpathian Mts. bend in front of the TTZ from eastwest to north-northwest, and a major cluster of earthquakes of the Vrancea area
occurs exactly in the area at which the orogen bends.
Figure 6, complementary to the relief map in Fig. 5, shows the Mesozoic
rocks extending around the Moesian Platform and the Transylvanian Basin, thus
providing excellent documentation that the Moesian platform and the
Transylvanian basin behaved as stable blocks in the Mesozoic time. The porphyry
copper deposits, shown on the same map, do not occur inside these blocks.
The distribution of ore deposits of different types and ages as seen around the
boundaries of the Transylvanian Basin on the Metallogenic Map of the
Carpathians, 1: 1 000 000 (Lazarenko, ed., 1973) provides additional
documentation about the basin as a stable lithospheric block which survived
several processes, including the Alpine and Carpathian orogeny.
The geological evolution around the Transylvanian Basin is nicely expressed
in the Tectonic Map of Romania at the 1:1,000,000 scale by Dumitrescu &
Săndulescu (1970). Figure 7, prepared for this paper, presents a simplified,
black/white version of the part of that map closest to the Transylvanian Basin. The
position of the volcanic belt (shown with volcanic cones highlighted on the map)
located close to the eastern boundary of the basin, indicates that the eastern edge of
the basin is mantle-rooted and may have helped this block survive the orogenies.
The small squares with signatures A1, B1, etc. are used in Fig. 7 to discuss the
size of the block: When estimating the size from the zero depth contour on the south
and on the north (positions A1 and A3, respectively) and use the positions B1 and B2
on the west and east (tentatively placing the town Târgu-Mureş on the north-south
axis of the basin), the size of the block would be approximately 160 × 115 km.
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Fig. 7 – This map of the Transylvanian Basin, with depth contours in meters and a pattern of salt
diapires, is simplified and adopted from the color Tectonic Map of Romania, scale 1:1,000,000, by
Dumitrescu & Sandulescu (eds.) (1970).
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Fig. 7 (continued)
The markers A1, B1, etc. are used to discuss the size of the block: either by using the zero
depth contours (size about 160 x 115 km), or by major tectonic boundaries (200 x 200 km). This
second option understands the belt of volcanic rocks with volcanic cones as defining the eastern,
mantle-rooted boundary of the lithospheric block. Similarly, the volcanic events in the Apuseni Mts.
on the western side (described by Berbeleac, 2003) indicate the western block boundary, also mantlerooted. The Baia Mare Lineament on the north, and the South Transylvanian Fault on the south
complete the tectonic frame of the lithospheric block.
Structures of four directions, including a NW–SE trending volcanic belt, intersect in the southwestern
corner of the Transylvanian lithospheric block, providing a structural environment very favorable for
concentration of metals. Confirmation is seen in Fig. 8 reproduced from Drew and Berger (2001).
This observation may encourage investigation of possible mineral potential of the subsurface levels in
the NW-corner of the same lithospheric block, along westward extension of the EW-trending Baia
Mare Lineament which controls major volcanic-hosted deposits of gold and other metals (Baia Sprie
and others).

If we rather take the major tectonic lines (fault zones) at either positions A1 or
A2 on the south and position A4 on the north (here distinguishing a major east-west
trending fracture zone as the Baia Mare Lineament (BML)∗ and take it as the northern
boundary of the block), and positions B3 or B4 on the east and B5 on the west to
define the block boundaries, then the size of the block is about 200 × 200 km.
Structural importance of the east-west lineament at position A2 , referred to as Falia
Sud-Transilvană, which extends farther east across the basin and controls two
volcanic cones, has been substantiated by Seghedi et al. (2002). The position B5 in
the Apuseni Mts. is chosen based upon the NS-trending structural break in the
Precambrian rocks, filled with younger rocks, indicating a structural boundary,
compatible with the rock distribution in the north which encloses the basin structure.
The configuration of structural units in the Metaliferi Mountains (Southern
Apuseni Mountains) indicates that the interpreted NS-trending western boundary of
the Transylvanian Basin extends south from the position of symbol B5. Here,
northeast of the town of Deva (circled in Fig. 7), the following structures meet:
(1) A NW–SE belt of Neogene volcanic or sub-volcanic rocks; (2) a NE–SW
belt of platform sediments; (3) the EW–trending South Transylvanian Fault; (4) the
southern projection of the interpreted western boundary of the Transylvanian Basin
(as a bisectrix of the angle between the NW– and NE– trending structures). This
structural intersection, especially occurring in the corner area of a major
lithospheric block, is a structural environment very favorable for concentration of
metals. A confirmation can be seen in Fig. 8 after Drew & Berger (2001) showing
the fault pattern, volcanic stocks and ore deposits in the southeastern tip of the
volcanic belt, within the structural intersection circled northwest of Diva.
∗
A part of the BML probably correlates with the east-west lineament distinguished by Mioara
Mandea in her poster presentation of the Images of the Romanian Territory by a Set of Geothematic
Maps and Satellite Data (Mandea, 2004).
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Fig. 8 – A complex tensional-shear fracture pattern with volcanic stocks and concentration of metal
deposits in the SW-corner of the lithospheric block on which the Transylvanian Basin has developed
(see Fig. 7, the area circled northeast of the town Deva).
Reproduced from Drew and Berger (2001) showing the location of porphyry copper and
polymetallic veins in the Sacaramb-Hondol tensional-shear mesh in the Metalliferi Mountains,
southern Apuseni Mountains, Romania. Deposits are as follows: A, Săcărâmb; B, Hondol;
C, Bolcana-Troiţa; D, Voia (modified after Ghiţulescu & Socolescu, 1941; Berbeleac et al., 1995).
Approximate position of the western boundary of the Transylvanian Basin has been added in
the map by J. Kutina (this paper).

The structural intersection of the interpreted western boundary of the
Transylvanian basin with the Baia Mare Lineament, introduced by a large open
circle in Fig. 7, also deserves attention. A geophysical study is recommended to
check the possible presence of volcanic rocks beneath the surface. With the
enormous metal concentration in the deposits of Baia Sprie and others along the
Baia Mare Lineament, the investigation of possible additional metal concentration
in the sub-surface of the encircled area is justified. An east-west alignment of
metallic ore deposits in the Baia Mare area has been demonstrated by Dr. Ion
Berbeleac (most recently reviewed in his paper on the time-space relationship
between geodynamic conditions and gold metallogeny in Romania in 2004 (see
also references in Berbeleac’s papers on gold metallogeny of 2003).
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At the level of the crystalline basement, the isobath (km) contours as used by
Polonic (1996, reprinted 2005, with Fig. 1 of 2000) reveal a basement structure of a
size close to 300 x 300 km, extending about 100 km to the west of Apuseni Mts.
The map of neotectonic vertical movement on the Romanian territory (Fig. 1 in
Polonic, 2000), reveals a certain symmetry, with an inner component of a size close
to 200 x 200 km, similar to the size of the lithospheric block controlling the
Transylvanian Basin which I propose (Fig. 7).
3.4. LATITUDINAL STRUCTURES SOUTH OF THE TRANSYLVANIAN BASIN, EXTENDING
CLOSE TO 45oS

Figure 5 shows that the Carpathian orogen, extending east-west close to 45oN
latitude, turns north-northwesterly in front of the TTZ. It is remarkable that another
turn occurs close to 50oN, where the Carpathians turn from northwest to east-west.
It gives the impression that the Fifty-north fracture zone behaved as a barrier not
allowing the orogeny to progress northwesterly along the TTZ, but forced it
westward along the Fifty-north fracture zone through southern Poland and
Slovakia. This turn, a westward continuation of the Carpathians along the Fiftynorth fracture zone (FnFZ) is not surprising: the segments D1, D2, D3 and D4 in Fig.
3 trace the FnFZ across Europe and farther west in the Atlantic Ocean floor.
Based on the above explanation, the Fifty-north Fracture Zone can be
understood as the ‘northern frame’ of the Carpathians. The following question
arises: Where should another latitudinal structure comparable to FnF Z be
expected?
The contours of Moho discontinuity (after Rădulescu, 1988, adopted from
Hauser et al., 2001), show a broad belt of east-west contours within latitudes
44–45oN extending toward the Black Sea basin (Fig. 9). These east-west contours
of Moho essentially match a prominent EW-structure that extends along the
northern boundary of the Black Sea toward the Romanian border (VSEGEI, 1979,
1982). Inside the Black Sea basin, there are known east-west fracture zones.
Damian & Zugrăvescu (2002, p. 111) show an impressive one, extending east-west
toward the western tip the Crimean Peninsula.
The spacing between the Fifty-north fracture zone and the east-west contours
of Moho, measured at 45oN latitude, is 600 km. This corresponds to the spacing of
the main latitudinal structures in the United States (Fig. 1) as well as to the spacing
of the main EW-belts in China (see section no. 2 in this paper).
The contour map of geoisotherms as shown in the Geothermal Map of
Romania, at 1:1,000,000 scale (Institute of Geology and Geophysics, 1985) reveals
a prominent east-west boundary at the latitude of Bucharest (close to 44o30’N, as
well as in the southern part of the Black Sea coastal region).
The above data show that the latitudinal belt in the Moho contours within 44o
and 45oN should be understood to be of fundamental structural importance.
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Fig. 9 – The boundaries of the Transylvanian block (200 x 200 km) as defined in Fig. 7 are here
superimposed (heavy lines) on the map of MOHO contours (after Rădulescu, 1988, using the
presentation with positions of seismic refraction lines in Hauser et al., 2001). The cluster of three
major earthquakes in the Transylvanian Basin, shown by Radulian et al., (transferred from Fig. 9) may
be related to a north-south fault on the Moho surface.

4. CAN STRUCTURAL PATTERNS CONTROLLING THE REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION
OF GIANT CONCENTRATIONS OF METALS ASSIST IN THE SEARCH FOR DEEP
STRUCTURES VULNERABLE TO RECENT MAJOR EARTHQUAKES?

Khamrabaev et al. (1988, 1999) comparing the location of destructive
earthquakes with major ore deposits in Central Asia, observed a certain antagonism
between the two. The major recent earthquakes occurred at some distance from the
places where local fractures were “sealed” by magmatic rocks and associated ore
deposits.
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The above observation has inspired a more detailed comparison between the
structures controlling giant ore deposits of endogenic origin and the structures at
which strong catastrophic earthquakes occurred. The following examples can
encourage further research (Kutina et al., 2006):
1. A cluster of large ore deposits in the Salt Lake City area of the western
United States, including the superlarge Bingham Canyon Cu-Au-Mo porphyry.
These deposits are spread within an area of 50–100 square kilometers, each
related to crustal structures and lithology. However, on a broad regional scale, all
of these deposits belong to one ore cluster controlled by the intersection of mantlerooted structural discontinuities here trending primarily E–W and N–S, with metal
concentration near the corner of a major lithospheric block (Kutina, 1983) (Fig. 2).
The N–S structure is manifested by the Intermountain Seismic Belt. The
emplacement of the igneous bodies and associated ore deposits was accompanied
with the reopening of fractures, brecciation, and other geological processes. The
reconstruction of the Bingham Canyon/Barneys Canyon area during the
emplacement of the Cu-Au-Mo deposit with a volcanic event 37 million years ago
(Cunningham et al., 2004) would be difficult to imagine without earthquakes. The
tectono-magmatic processes giving rise to the whole cluster of the Salt Lake City
ore deposits have apparently sealed the import channels guiding the heat, magmas
and hydrothermal fluids into the upper crust, preventing the present Salt Lake City
area from the danger of a recent catastrophic earthquake.
2. The Tangshan earthquake of NE China at a focal depth of 10 km.
This earthquake was manifested in the earth’s surface on a NE-trending fault,
in places of its intersection with a regional E–W tectono-seismic zone (Guo et al.,
1977). The epicenter, transferred onto the relief of Moho discontinuity, compiled
by Feng Rui et al. (1989), reveals a relation to the same structural directions as at
the surface or in the uppermost crust, here where the NE–SW depth contours of
Moho (close to 30 km) bend to an east-west direction. The depths of the
aftershocks (up to over 120 km) indicate that the focus and the surface expression
of the earthquake are related to mantle-rooted structures. It seems that the
recurrence of major earthquakes in this area is not protected by “sealing” of the
import channels by igneous rocks, and major earthquakes could occur in the future.
Although many structural intersections in different geological environment
have to be investigated before generalizations can be made, the above two
examples indicate that:
(a) The mantle-rooted structures, especially at intersections with other deepseated structures, can guide the ascent of heat, magmas and associated
mineralization. Due to the common multi-phase and polyascendent nature of
the processes, manifested by the reopening and subsequent filling of
fractures, brecciation and new phases of magmatism, earthquakes can occur
during the formation of major ore deposits and ore clusters.
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(b) Some of the mantle-rooted structures have not been used by magmas and
associated mineralization, the import channels being unsealed by igneous
rocks, remain vulnerable to major recent earthquakes.
It is important to distinguish between the two cases above and define
structural intersections which are vulnerable to major recent earthquakes. Actual
occurrence of a strong earthquake in such areas depends, naturally, on regional
stress distribution which can change over the course of time. An example of an
area which has been defined as vulnerable to strong earthquakes occurs along
eastward extension of the Forty-north discontinuity across the Korean Peninsula,
within the same latitudes at which the Tangshan earthquake in NE China occurred,
with a death toll of over 200,000 people (Kutina et al., 2006).
3. Possible application to Romania
The extensive studies of seismicity in Romania and the many papers recently
reproduced in two volumes, one focused on Vrancea area (Zugrăvescu & Şuţeanu,
2004, 2005) and the results of a joint German-Romanian project (Hauser et al.,
2001, 2002) provide a unique opportunity to address some basic questions.
The geographic distribution of seismogenic zones and crustal seismicity of
Romania, as presented by Radulian et al. (2000) defines several major earthquake
clusters, some in marginal parts of Romania (Fig. 10). It is remarkable that no
major earthquakes are shown in the Apuseni Mountains. Berbeleac (2003), in his
excellent and detailed description of the tectono-magmatic and metallogenic
evolution in the Apuseni and Metaliferi Mts., refers to volcanic and subvolcanic
multi-stage processes, to stratovolcanoes and ring structures, and even to explosive
volcanic activity. These processes cannot be imagined without major earthquakes.
The reason why no major recent seismic events were recorded in that area, can be
explained similarly to the Salt Lake City area of the United States: the conduits
which in the Apuseni Mts. guided the ascent of heat, magmas and ore-forming
fluids, were essentially “sealed” by intrusive rocks, making these pathways less
vulnerable to processes controlling major earthquakes.
To the east of the Apuseni Mts, within comparable latitudes, the map (Fig.
10) by Radulian et al. (2000) shows a small cluster of major earthquakes in the
Transylvanian Depression. Transferred onto the map of Moho discontinuity of
Romania (Fig. 9), this cluster occupies a structurally important position with regard
to a N–S structure distinguished by Radulian et al., most probably at intersection
with a deep-seated structure of another trend, possibly an east-west one. Although
documentation is needed I expect that the tectonic conduits have not been “sealed”
by intrusive rocks and new earthquakes could occur.
The map of earthquake clusters (Fig. 10) invites the reader to discuss how
seismic energy was transferred to areas of the individual clusters. Professor Dorel
Zugrăvescu and his co-workers are investigating this question with regard to the
Vrancea area, the biggest earthquake cluster in Romania.
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Fig. 10 – The geographic distribution of seismogenic zones and crustal seismicity in Romania (after
Radulian et al., 2000) referred to in the text and in Fig. 8.

The pattern of intermediate-depth earthquake foci of Vrancea, as revealed by
3-D magnetotelluric tomographic imaging and plotted graphically for the depths
between 100 and 150 km (Stănică et al., 2004) can be used as documentation for
the Vrancea earthquakes occurring on mantle-rooted structures.
The repeated occurrence of earthquake in this zone indicates that the
pathways guiding the seismic energy have not been sealed by intrusives and may
be followed by new earthquakes (18 events of magnitude higher than 6, from 1600
through May 1990 are listed by Stănică et al., 2004; 120 events of magnitude 5.5
and higher from the year 984 through May 31, 1990 is listed by Sandi, 2002; and
29 low magnitude events 3.1 to 4.3 from June 10, 2000 through Sept. 29, 2000 by
Zugrăvescu et al., 2000).
Zugrăvescu & Damian (1999) investigated the tectonics and stress
distribution in the Black Sea coastal region of Dobruja between the Black Sea and
the Vrancea seismic area, in the context of interaction of the Eurasian plate with
the African and Arabian plates. The authors considered stress propagation towards
the Vrancea zone through this region penetrated by major NW–SE trending faults.
A new study of the Vrancea foreland area (Zugrăvescu & Polonic, 2003) includes
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deep cross sections with positions of the Conrad and Mohorovicic discontinuities,
as well as maps of the basement fault systems, providing new background for
seismic events prediction.
The question remains as to when the next major earthquake can be expected.
The list of 120 earthquakes of the Vrancea area, of magnitude 5.5 and higher, from
the year 984 through May 31, 1990, has been used by Sandi (2002) to calculate the
periodicity of occurrence of earthquakes of different magnitude which enables
some prediction. With regard to the real possibility of stress transfer from the Black
Sea area toward the Vrancea zone, it may also be useful to compare the periodicity
of the Vrancea earthquakes with the dates of major earthquakes along the North
Anatolian Fault in Turkey.
Although the upper crust structure of the North Anatolian Fault is quite
complex and detailed maps from different sections of the fault are available (e.g.
Dewey et al., 1986; Kiratzi & Louvari, 2001; Karahan et al., 2001; Seeber et al.,
2004), a simple plot of the main earthquakes as used by Appenzeller (1999) is very
useful (Fig. 11). The figure shows that eight large earthquakes occurred on the
North Anatolian Fault in a westward propagation along a distance of 1000 km,
beginning in 1939 in eastern Turkey of magnitude 7.9 with a death toll of over
20,000 people. The westward propagation of seismic energy gave rise to an
earthquake at Izmit on August 17, 1999 with a magnitude 7.4 and as close as
100 km east of Istanbul (followed by another one near Bolu east of Izmit, on
November 12, 1999 – shown on a structural map by Kiratzi & Louvari, 2001).

Fig. 11 – The westward propagation of major earthquakes along the North Anatolian Fault in Turkey
(after Appenzeller, 1999).
Note the interval of a few years between earthquakes on the eastern side of the fault, while the
interval between the events of 1957 and 1967 (10 years) and between 1967 and 1999 (32 years) were
considerably longer on the western side, closer to Istanbul.
Reproduced after SCIENCE, vol. 285, No. 5432, p.1334, August 27, 1999.
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Figure 11 reveals that the earthquakes on the eastern side of the North
Anatolian Fault occurred in intervals of a few years, while on the western side the
interval between the events of 1957 and 1967 was 10 years, and between the
quakes of 1967 and 1999 it was 32 years.
When comparing, the Vrancea area earthquakes from 1939 through May 31,
1990 as listed by Sandi, 2002, the events from the years 1939 –1950 occurred in
intervals of about 1 to 3 years, but during the period of June 20, 1950 to May 31,
1990, two intervals were about 10 years long (from June 20, 1950 to October 13,
1960, and from March 4, 1977 to August 30, 1986), other intervals of 4 years (2x),
6 years (1x), and 7 years (1x).
The above comparison shows that the interval between the individual major
seismic events were becoming, in general, longer in time, both along the North
Anatolian Fault (NAF) and in the seismic zone of Vrancea. As the changes along
the NAF proceeded progressively from the east toward the west, closer to
Romania, the question arises as to whether or not some relationship exist between
the above two sequences of major seismic events.
The seismic events along the NAF may be, at least partly, related to motion
along the East Anatolian Fault Zone (EAFZ) which extends, in eastern Turkey,
northeasterly to the NAF (ref. to Taymaz et al., 1991). Nalbant et al. (2002, Fig. 1)
characterize the EAFZ as a 580 km left-lateral strike-slip transform boundary
between the northward moving Arabian Plate and westward moving Anatolian
Block. Nalbant et al. note that the EAFZ has been relatively quiescent in the last
century when compared to historical records and has therefore accumulated
significant stress along its length. The authors have distinguished between
segments of the EAFZ which were continuously releasing stress, and segments
where the stress accumulated. According to their prediction, an earthquake of
magnitude 6.4 occurred at Bingol on May 1, 2003, in one of the segments which
Nalbant et al. (2002) defined as posing a seismic risk.
If the sequence of seismic events in the Vrancea area is related to the
westward stress progression along the North Anatolian Fault, this should probably
be understood to be just a component in the total cumulative stress coming from
more than a single source. The present day stress field and the stress source regions
have been addressed in the context of geodynamic evolution of a broad region by
Zugrăvescu & Damian (1999) and Zugrăvescu & Polonic (2002).
5. CONCLUSIONS

The author reviews the role of E–W trending mantle-rooted structural
discontinuities in concentration of metals in the crust, preferentially occurring at
intersections with deep structures of other trends which guided the ascent of heat,
magmas and ore-forming fluids into the upper crust. Elaborating on Kutina et al.
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(2006), the author distinguishes between structural intersections whose deep-seated
conduits have been “sealed’ by igneous intrusions protecting the area from recent
strong earthquakes (such as the ore cluster in the Salt Lake City area of the western
United States and, the Apuseni and Metaliferi Mts. in Romania), and those
intersections whose deep-seated conduits have not been sealed by intrusives and
remain vulnerable to recent strong earthquakes (such as the Tangshan area in NE
China with the catastrophic earthquake of 1976, and the Vrancea zone in Romania).
The examination of the role of structural parameters on regional distribution
of the main ore and earthquake clusters in Romania and it’s adjacent countries, has
revealed a combined role of the NW–SE trending Tornqvist-Teisseyre Zone, the
latitudinal structures, and the boundaries of pre-Mesozoic lithospheric blocks. The
following observations have been made:
1. The distribution of the Mesozoic rocks as expressed in the extract from the
BRGM Metallogenic map of Central and Southeastern Europe (Cassard et al.,
2006; Fig. 6), compared with the relief map of the same area (Fig. 5) shows that the
orogenic process proceeded around the Moesian Platform following it latitudinally
on both the southern and northern side, then turning north-northwesterly along the
TTZ and around the eastern boundary of the Transylvanian Basin. When
approaching the proximity of the 50oN latitude, the Carpathian orogeny turned
westward, again latitudinally, following the deep-seated Fifty-north Fracture Zone
which was described by Kutina (1974, 1974/1976).
The TTZ had, apparently, an impact not only on the bending of the
Carpathians, but also on the origin of the seismic zone of Vrancea in places of the
bending (Fig. 5). Some authors explain the seismicity at Vrancea as on a triple
junction (Beşuţiu & Cadicheanu, 2002; Stănică et al., 2004).
Another impact of the TTZ can be seen in southern Poland, where intensive
fracturing and hydrothermal activity occurred along the Fifty-north Fracture zone
(FnFZ) in front of the TTZ, giving origin to the Upper Silesian-Cracovian Zn-Pb
district, one of the biggest zinc ore concentrations in Europe (Figs. 4 and 5). With
regard to the role played by the FnFZ in Europe (Fig. 3), it was of special interest
to examine whether or not the FnFZ extends farther east beyond the TTZ. The
relief map (Fig. 5) reveals a 150 km broad east-west zone of morphological
elevation which may represent eastward continuation of the FnFZ beyond the TTZ.
The east-west trending Zhitomir zone of the Ukrainian Shield, known to be rich in
rare metals, extends along the same latitudes as the Zn-Pb ores of Upper Silesia.
Although geophysical confirmation is needed to prove the eastward extension of
the FnFZ, the location of the Kursk magnetic anomaly centered at 50oN latitudes
(Taylor & Frawley, 1987) with giant iron deposits in the vicinity provides
supportive criterion.
The Fifty-north Fracture Zone along which the Carpathians turn westward
can be considered the ‘northern frame’ of the Carpathian region. Another
latitudinal deep-seated structure, of importance comparable to the FnFZ, is the
latitudinal belt expressed in the Moho surface as extending within latitudes
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44–45 N (Fig. 9). The spacing between the above two latitudinal zones is about 600
km, surprisingly correlating with the 600 km spacing between the main latitudinal
discontinuities in the western United States and the east-west belts of China.
Between the above two latitudinal belts of the Carpathian region, there are
structurally less significant, but still metallogenically important east-west fracture
zones, in particular one on the northern side of the Transylvanian Basin, in this
paper referred to as the Baia Mare Lineament. And the east-west fracture zones
limiting the Transylvanian block on its southern side (Fig. 7).
The Transylvanian Basin is, in this paper, interpreted as a lithospheric blocks
of a size about 200 x 200 km, with a belt of volcanic rocks on its eastern side and
the metal rich Apuseni and Metaliferi Mts. on its western side.
The seismicity of Vrancea area, being under extensive study by Romanian
scientists, has been set by D. Zugrăvescu and colleagues in the context of a broader
region, in particular the Black Sea area. The periodicity of seismic events, using the
data in Sandi (2002), is in this paper compared with the westward progression of
earthquakes along the North Anatolian Fault, indicating similarity in the increase of
intervals between the earthquakes with time.
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